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Abstract 

Considering the transformation of Service-oriented manufacturing, this paper clarifies 

the requirements of the service-oriented manufacturing business process and explores the 

basic idea with competitive strategic guidance and competitive advantage expectation. 

For meeting the customer requiring objectives and operational requiring objectives, we 

proposed the mathematical model and Logical model to measure the improvement degree 

of business process and the method to analyze and diagnose the key improvement points 

and important improvement aspects. This paper enriches and extends the theories and 

methods of business process improvement, and can provide method support in practice. 
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1. Introduction 

The expansion of manufacturing enterprises from the manufacturing sector to the field 

of service conforms to the law of development of consumer demand and the law of 

evolution of the industrial society to backward industrial society[1] .It is also the 

inevitable result of the division of manufacturing industry chain, integration and 

differentiation of competition[2-3]. Most of the manufacturing system in the developed 

countries experienced a long evolution process, which from pure product manufacturing 

to expand to the service area [4]. And manufacturing enterprises have changed from the 

product manufacturers to service providers, to carry out the manufacture of services and 

service oriented manufacturing [5-6]. Service-oriented manufacturing need achieve 

customer and operational requirements as objectives to maximize the value of customers 

[7-8]. Service-oriented manufacturing mainly include "service-based product" and 

"commercialized service" two route forms which combine front with back end business[9-

10] to achieve the best combination of all business processes[11-12].  

Considering the expansion of manufacturing enterprises from the manufacturing field 

to the service field, this paper clarifies the characteristics of the service-oriented manufac- 

turing business process, and explores the basic ideas, logical steps and quantitative analy- 

sis methods of business process improvement, which provides theory and technology sup- 

port to better completion of the service transformation and business process improvement. 

 

2. Characteristics and Structure of Service-oriented Manufacturing 

System 
 

2.1. Characteristics 

(1) Enhance service functions  

The service-oriented manufacturing business process is no longer simple productive 

manufacture, but to expand towards the services of the front pre-stage development and 
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back post-stage maintenance etc [13]. It melts the productive manufacture with the pre-

stage development, post-stage maintenance and instant services, enhances the proportion 

of the service business and strengthens then service functions 14-15], thus to make 

customers sufficiently obtain various benefits from products and services. 

(2) Customers participate in the whole business process 

In the service-oriented manufacture, a customer is no longer the passive product 

receiver, but the enterprise's "co-producer". Customers not only participate in the design 

and production of products and services, but also c-accomplish the improvement and 

innovation of products and services. They initiatively participate in the enterprise's 

business process optimization in order to reach the win-win and co-create value with 

enterprises. 

(3) Flexible business process 

The business process of the service-oriented manufacture could expand towards, 

respectively or both, its front and back from the productive phase to provide the value-

added services based on products; or manufacturers could rely on their productive service 

advantages [16-17], and quit or outsource part of their non-value-added business relating 

to production in order to transform into enterprises mainly providing professional 

services. The business process as a whole could be accomplished by a certain 

manufacturer, or co-accomplished by an enterprise alliance based on strategic 

cooperation. 

(4) Services become vital for value increment  

The whole value chain of service-oriented manufacturing business process can be 

divided into two types: one is "smiling curve" and the other one is "ingot curve" as shown 

in Figure 1 and Figure2 respectively. In the whole value chain of "smiling curve", the 

middle part refers to the processing and manufacturing business with low additional value 

and both end parts refer to the productive service business with high additional value such 

as development and design, brand marketing as well as after-sales service, which reflects 

that the link with high additional value transforms from manufacturing to the service on 

both ends [18]. The service-oriented manufacturing can help the enterprises to get rid of 

or relieve their passive situation of product homogeneity, excessive competition and small 

profits. In the whole value chain of "ingot curve", the processing and manufacturing in the 

middle part becomes the key link of value creation and both ends still refer to the 

productive service business with high additional value, which reflects that the 

contribution of processing and manufacturing to the value creation of some enterprises is 

more outstanding and significant since such enterprises have leading technology and 

monopoly advantage which professional manufacturing and scale-production-dominated, 

although the development and brand are still important for their value creation. 
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Figure 1. Smiling Curve of the Whole Value chain in Manufacturing System 
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Figure 2. Wing Curve of the Whole Value Chain in Manufacturing System 
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2.2. Basic Structure of Service-oriented Manufacturing Business Process 

The service-oriented manufacturing business process contains four cornerstones: pre-

stage development, manufacture, post-stage maintenance, and instant service. The basic 

contents that each cornerstone contains are as shown in Figure 3. In practice, the service-

oriented manufacturing business process finds expression in several basic composing 

forms: ① combining manufacture with the front R&D and design; ② combining the 

manufacture with the back after-sale service; ③ combining the manufacture with the both 

front and back productive service links. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Basic Structure of Service-oriented Manufacturing Business 
Process 

3. Requiring Objectives of Business Process Improvement for Service-

Oriented Manufacture 

The improvement of the service-oriented manufacturing business process containers 

two layers of customer and operational requiring objectives: the first is to maximally 

satisfy the customer requirements; and the second is to properly satisfy the operational 

requiring objectives. Satisfying the customer requirements contain the qualification 

elements and winning elements of the products and services required by customers. The 

qualification elements are the basic requirements for the products and services firmly 

standing in the market; and the winning elements are the comparative advantages in 

performances, characteristics, or compounding of the products and services. Satisfying 

operational requiring objectives refer that the whole business process shall not only be 

capable to provide customers the required products and services with the economical and 

reliable form, but also be capable to guarantee the realization of winning elements and the 

competitiveness of the products and services. The former capability is aimed at improving 

the customer satisfaction and acquiring the maximum added value. And the later 

capability is aimed at improving the core competitiveness of the business process and 

guaranteeing the output products and services have advantages for winning customers. 

Therefore, the improvement of service-oriented manufacturing business process should 

start off with satisfying the customer and operational requiring objectives, and take the 
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requirements of each business process link which satisfy the two kinds of objectives as 

the cut-in points for optimizing the business process. 

 

4. Mathematical and Logic Models of Service-oriented Manufacturing 

Business Process Improvement 
 

4.1. Mathematical Model 

Assuming that there are n customer requiring objectives and m links of the entire 

business process, and the comprehensive importance achieving the ith customer requiring 

objective is p

iw (i=1,…,n). The calculation of p

iw should not only consider the 

importance iw of the ith customer requiring achieving the ith customer requiring objective. 

In formula (1),it is the product of both[19-20], which can be written as objective with respect 

to the other requiring objectives, but also consider the difficulty degree ip  

p

i i iw w p                                                                                                                        
(1) 

o

i i iww w  . o

iw  is the indicator weight of the ith requiring objective, iw  is the new 

increased weight when competition advantage is from the element. ip  can be measured 

by the ratio between the objective satisfaction and the current satisfaction of the ith 

requiring objective. Assuming that t

ip  is the objective satisfaction degree after 

improvement or given competition advantage intensity, and s

ip  is the current satisfaction. 

In the formula (2), ip  can be written as: 

/t s

i i ip p p
                                                                                                                    

(2) 

j is the product of ju and jl , which can be written as:  

j j ju l 
                                                                                                                         

 (3) 

The improvement rate jl of the business process link reflects the relationship between 

the improvement objective and the status. Therefore, the calculation of jl should not only 

consider the improvement rate jc of the flow quantity of the jth business process link, but 

also should consider the influence degree je of various associated business process links of 

the jth link comparing with 
jc . Assuming jh is the relevancy degree between the jth 

business process link and the other business process links, then j j je h c . In the formula (4) 

jl should be the sum of jc and je , which can be written as: 

1j j j j jl c e c h   （ ＋ ）                                                                                                      (4) 

jh can be calculated by the analytic hierarchy process according to the correlated 

coefficients between the business process links. Since the improvement rate of flow 

quantity can be measured by the quotient between the objective flow quantity (namely, 

the expected maximum flow quantity) and the actual flow quantity, jc in formula (5) can 

be written as: 

/ 0j j j j jc X x x X  ， 
                                                                                              

(5) 

jX is the maximum flow quantity, and jx is the actual flow quantity. The larger jc is, 

the larger the improvement degree will be. When 0jx  or j jx X , the jth business 

process link needs to be comprehensively improved. When 1 1, , m mx X x X   and 
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1 2 mX X X  , the flow quantity of each business process link has reached the 

maximum or ideal state of coordination.  

Based on the formula (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5), it can get the improvement degree of 

each business process link for the customer requiring objectives:  

1

( / )( / 1, ,
n

t s

j ij i j i i j j

i

a w h p p X x j m


   （1 ） ) ,  

 
                                                                          (6) 

Assuming that there are d operational requiring objectives and m business process 

links, the comprehensive importance achieving the ith operational requiring objective is 
q

ir  (i=1,...,d). The calculation of q

ir should not only consider the importance ir of the ith 

operational requiring objective with respect to the other requiring objectives, but also 

consider the difficulty degree 
iq achieving objective satisfaction of the ith operational 

requiring objective. In formula (7), it is the product of both, which can be written as: 

q

i i ir r q
                                                                                                                      (7) 

iq can be measured by the ratio between the objective ability and the current ability of 

the ith operational requiring objective. Assuming that t

iq is the value of objective ability 

after improvement, and s

iq  is the current value of ability. In formula (8), 
iq can be written 

as: 

/t s

i i iq q q
                                                                                                                 (8) 

The larger iq is, the more difficulty it is to realize targets of the operational requiring 

objective. The relevancy between the jth business process link and the ith operational 

requiring objective is ijb  (j=1,…,m), and the weighted relevancy with all the operational 

requiring objectives is 
js ,

1

d
q

j ij i

i

s b r


 . The improvement degree of the jth business 

process link for the operational requiring objective is j , and the improvement rate is jl . 

In formula (9), j is the product of js and jl ,which can be written as: 

j j js l 
                                                                                                                    

(9) 

jl can be calculated by formula (4) and formula (5).  

Based on the formula (4), (5), (7), (8) and (9), it can get the improvement degree of 

each business process link for the operational demand:  

1

( / )( / 1, ,
d

t s

j ij i j i i j j

i

b r h q q X x j m


   （1 ） ) ,

                                                                   
(10) 

 

4.2 Logic Model 

According to the above improvement ideas, the improvement of the service-oriented 

manufacturing business process’s a cycling rising process according to the requirements 

of customer requirements, operational requirements and competitive strategies, 

continuously to improve the business process to make it unremittingly approach the 

improvement objective. The logic model is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Logic Model of Service-oriented Manufacturing Business Process 
Improvement 

(1) Definition Phase 

Define the elements of customer demands and operational demands. Determine the 

double level improvement objectives, and tropism and intensity of competitive 

advantages. Make clear the structure of business process, and create business flowchart. 

(2) Measure phase 

Establish the main measure indicators of customer requiring objectives, operational 

requiring objectives and advantage intensity. Collect the actual data related to markets and 

enterprises to measure the actual value of the measure indicators. Determine the 

importance of the measure indicators of customer demands and operational demands, 

analyze the difficulty degree achieving each requiring objective, and then form the 

indicator weight. 

(3) Analysis phase 

Bi-level objective analysis on business process is conducted to evaluate the required 

improvement degree and find the existing problems. The mathematical model can be used 

to calculate the improvement degree (αj) of each link to meet the customer demands, 

improvement degree (βj) of each link to meet the operational needs and the average 

improvement degree ( ,  ). Then diagnose the key improvement links, the improvement 

aspects requiring emphasis and the existing problems on this basis. The analysis and 

diagnosis of key improvement and important links are as shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Analysis and Diagnosis Diagram on Key and Important Links of 
Business Process Improvement 

(4) Improvement phase 

According to the ranks of the improvement degree for each business process link, and 

diagnostic key improvement links, important improvement links and existing problems, 

organize the implementation in accordance with the primary and secondary classification. 

(5) Control phase 

During the process of the optimized and improved implementation, it should pay 

attention to the investigation of the realized degree of the requiring objectives, establish 

the new standards and operation norms to control the business process[19], and take the 

business process improvement degree as the evaluation mechanism of the business 

process improvement performance, in order to form a cycling mode to continuously 

improve and approach the improvement objectives. 

 

5. Case Analysis 

FX is a production-oriented manufacturing enterprises, mainly engaged in the 

manufacture of wind turbine assembly and part., in order to improve the technology level 

and service ability, it takes the way of cooperation with universities to take advantage of 

the technology partner of SUT University of national science and Technology Park and 

wind energy institute to speed up the transformation service-oriented manufacturing. 

After then the company began to extend from the equipment manufacturing of wind 

power generation to its front and end business. At present, FX company has a total of 10 

business process, which not only includes the production of parts and the assembly of the 

whole machine, and extends forward to market research, design and planning, but also 
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includes the brand marketing and after-sales maintenance and testing services, specifically 

shows in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Business Process of FX Company 

At the beginning of cooperation alliance and the service-oriented transformation the 

company did not use any the business process improvement methods which aimed to 

increase customer value, improve performance or shorten the process time and improve 

the efficiency alone, but to meet customer needs and operational requirements of the bi-

level requirements of the target, improve the product services and business process under 

the guidance of competitive strategy. First, based on the survey analysis of market 

demands, competition and business operational, FX further clarifies the indicators of 

customer requiring objectives and operational requiring objectives to define specific 

requirements for process improvement objectives, determines the tropism and strength of 

the competitive advantages of the products and services to be moderate rated wind speed, 

utmost speed of wind turbine, lower prices and high quality of after-sale service, and 

decides values to the intensity of the new expected competitive advantages (the wind 

speed is moderate for ± 12m/s, the wind turbine speed is utmost for +35r/min, the lower 

price is for -0.2mil.CNY, and the high quality after-sale service is for +15% 

satisfaction).Meanwhile FX focuses the operational security ability on strong R&D, lower 

costs of organization operational, service capabilities and diversified marketing channels. 

According to the specific requirements for process improvement objectives ,the tropism 

and strength of the competitive advantages of the products and services ,the key ability to 

support for operational, FX respectively makes decision to the importance degree of each 

indicator of customer requiring objectives and operational requiring objectives, wi and ri , 

On this basis, make clear the actual value before improving and the objective value of 

each demand improvement indicator, use ps
i ,q

s
i and pt

i, q
t
i to represent them. As shown 

in Table 1 and Table 2. It inherited the previous maximum business process improvement 
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method targets to meet customer needs and create high added value. And at the same time 

It also stressed the importance of competitive advantage of product service and the 

capabilities to support for win the competitive advantage of business in business process 

improvement. 

Secondly, draw the quality house of the customer and operational requirements, which 

is based on the data obtained from the preliminary investigation and consultation [20], 

shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. Respectively calculate the improvement degree αj for the 

customer requiring objectives and βj for the operational requiring objectives of each 

business process link by the above mathematical model, and   and   for average 

improvement degree, shown in Table 3. The relevant data analysis tool and the improved 

degree quantification method are used here to overcome the lack of the corresponding 

analytic tools and the necessary improvement measures to improve the business process 

improvement method. 

Table 1. Customer Requiring Indicators and Weighs 

customer requiring 

indicators 

intensity 

values 
Δwi wi

0 wi pt
i ps

i 

moderate wind speed ±12m/s 0.01 0.127 0.137 5 3 

runner bearing capacity   0.087 0.087 4 3 

wind turbine speed +35r/min 0.027 0.145 0.172 4 2 

annual energy output   0.087 0.087 5 2 

useful life   0.087 0.087 4 3 

lower price -0.2mil.CNY 0.03 0.135 0.165 5 3 

high quality after-sale 

service 
+15% 0.024 0.145 0.169 

5 3 

Instant service   0.097 0.097 5 2 

brand awareness   0.091 0.091 4 3 

Table 2. Operational Requiring Indicators and Weighs 

operational requiring indicators ri qi
t qi

s 

quality control system  0.097 4 3 

cost of organization operation 0.138 5 3 

flexibility of production system 0.097 5 2 

green character of production system 0.095 5 3 

design ability 0.153 5 2 

service ability 0.16 5 2 

Yield rate  0.099 4 3 

marketing channel 0.16 4 2 
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Figure 7. The Quality House of Customer Requirements 
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Figure 8. The Quality House of Operational Requiring Objectives 
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Table 3. Improvement Degree of the Business Process 

process 

link 
① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦ ⑧ ⑨ ⑩ 

Aver 

-age 

αj 7.10 12.76 7.60 9.24 10.76 9.52 18.22 11.38 12.42 8.77 10.78 

βj 6.52 9.54 5.71 9.42 5.38 8.86 12.11 15.01 13.38 12.83 9.88 

 

Thirdly, the results of improvement degree shows that the links in which both αj and βj 

are larger than the average are testing services, brand marketing, brand marketing and 

after-sales maintenance. They are the key links in badly need of improvement. The links 

in which αj is smaller than average and βj is larger than the average is instant service. It 

indicates that it is the important links requiring emphasis on operational improvement. 

The links in which βj is smaller than average and αj is larger than the average is design. It 

indicates that it is the important links requiring emphasis on customer requiring 

improvement. Therefore, FX makes the improvement plan on technological means, 

operating procedures, personnel allocation and operational system aiming at these links. 

The previous business process improvement methods can only identify the aspects need to 

improve, and here on the basis of the progress of the calculation results and analysis 

figure, not only can know the improvement degree of meeting customer requiring 

objectives and operation requiring objectives, but also diagnose the key improvement 

points and important improvement aspects and the problems.  

Fourth, FX updates and adjusts the relevant process standards and operation 

regulations based on the improvement plan, implementation effect, and adjustment after 

improvement and new technological means of quality test. FX speeds up its 

transformation from productive manufacturer to service-oriented manufacturer through 

implementation of continuous improvement. At present, the company has increased the 

market share of its products and the brand influence with strong competitive advantage 

and strength in development and design, processing and manufacturing, as well as after-

sales maintenance of medium-sized wind power generators. 

 

6. Conclusion 

In order to adapt to the service-oriented development trend of international 

manufacturing industry and the need of transformation of manufacturing enterprises into 

service-oriented manufacturing, this paper puts forward the basic idea of service-oriented 

manufacturing business process improvement with customer and operational requiring 

objectives, presents logical model and mathematic model of business process 

improvement by combination of quantitative analysis and qualitative analysis, as well as 

the method to analyze and diagnose the key and important improvement links, so as to 

overcome the limitation of previous productive manufacturing process and make up for 

the shortcomings and deficiencies existing in the business process improvement due to 

neglect of competitive strategic guidance and competitive advantage, thus to enrich and 

extend the theoretical methods of business process optimization and provide method 

support and application reference for the transformation of enterprises from 

manufacturing to service and the business process improvement practice. 
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